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Abstract— Wireless communication systems will have to
become more and more flexible. In the Adaptive Wireless
Networking project we try to develop such a flexible wireless communication system by developing algorithms for
adaptive implementation of the digital signal processing
functions in wireless communication systems. Within the
limits of a wireless communication system standard there
are two kinds of adaptivity: algorithm-selection adaptivity and algorithm-parameter adaptivity. In this paper we
focus on algorithm-selection adaptivity in the UMTS path
search function. Therefore we describe two path search
algorithms: a Power Delay Profile (PDP) based algorithm
and a Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) based algorithm. We study and compare the performance of these
algorithms under a number of multipath channel conditions by means of simulations.
The MLE based algorithm is able to resolve a larger
number of paths, especially when the paths are closely
spaced, at the cost of an increased computational complexity. Therefore, using algorithm-selection adaptivity in
the UMTS path search function seems to be useful. The
MLE based algorithm is used when there are strong closely
spaced path and the PDP based algorithm is used in all
other conditions, appears to be useful. However, in order
to be conclusive a few points will still have to be studied.
Keywords— adaptive signal processing, path search,
UMTS

I. Introduction
Wireless communication systems will have to become more and more flexible for a number of reasons:
1. The number of wireless communication standards
keeps increasing. Future wireless communication systems will have to support a number of these standards,
for example for backwards compatibility.
2. The types of traffic that wireless communication
systems have to transport cover a wide range, from
relatively low-rate voice traffic to high-rate packet or
multimedia data. The Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and thus the performance requirements
of the wireless system that are associated with these

types of traffic vary significantly. A flexible wireless
communication system can thus save power by adjusting the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) it performs to
the performance requirements.
3. The digital signal processing that has to be performed in wireless communication systems in order
to achieve the desired performance under worst case
wireless channel conditions is becoming increasingly
complex. Under normal, non worst case, wireless
channel conditions, simpler processing would have
been sufficient and the more complex processing only
leads to higher power consumption. A flexible wireless communication system can thus save power by
adjusting the processing it performs to the channel
conditions.
In the Adaptive Wireless Networking (AWgN)
project [1] we develop such a flexible wireless communication system. The project consists of two activities. In the first activity we develop algorithms for
adaptive implementation of DSP functions in wireless communication systems. This allows the wireless communication system to adjust the DSP it performs to the QoS requirements and the wireless channel conditions. Currently the focus is mainly on algorithms for adaptive implementation of the DSP functions in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) terminal receiver. In the second activity
the mapping of wireless communication system algorithms to a heterogeneous reconfigurable System on a
Chip (SoC) architecture is studied. The reconfigurability of the SoC architecture allows the implementation of different wireless communication standards
using the same hardware.
In this paper we will focus on algorithms that are
suitable for an adaptive implementation of the path
search function in the UMTS terminal. The paper is
organized as follows: In Section II our view on adaptivity in DSP functions for wireless communication
systems is given. Section III gives an overview of the
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DSP functions that have to be performed in an UMTS
terminal. In Section IV two algorithms for the path
search function are explained in more detail and in
Section V the performance of these two algorithms is
compared. Finally in Section VI conclusions about
the suitability of the two path search algorithms for
adaptive implementation of the path search function
in UMTS are given.
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II. Adaptivity
Wireless communication standards usually define a
large number of DSP functions that have to be performed to implement that particular standard. The
standards usually do not define the algorithms that
have to be used to implement these functions, so the
algorithms can still be chosen by the implementor of
the standard. Apart from allowing products to be
competitive it makes it possible to develop an implementation of the standard in which the algorithm that
is used to implement a DSP function is adaptively selected based on, for example, QoS requirements or
wireless channel conditions.
When a particular algorithm is selected for implementation of a DSP function, the parameters of the
algorithm, if any, can still be freely selected. It is
therefor also possible to adaptively select the parameter values of the algorithm based on, again, QoS requirements or wireless channel conditions.
So two kinds of adaptivity can be distinguished:
• Algorithm-selection adaptivity: the algorithm used
to implement a DSP function is selected adaptively.
• Algorithm-parameter adaptivity: parameter values
of an algorithm are adapted.
In this paper we focus on algorithm-selection adaptivity in the path search function of the UMTS terminal. In this paper, two algorithms to implement the
path search function will be described in Section IV.
But first the role of the path search function in the
UMTS terminal receiver will be briefly explained in
the next section.
III. UMTS Terminal DSP Functions
The main processing chain of the UMTS terminal
receiver roughly performs the following DSP functions [2]: receive filtering, descrambling and despreading, channel decoding and Cyclic Redundancy Check
(CRC) checking, see Fig 1.
The descrambling and despreading function requires a number of supporting DSP functions: the
cell search, channel estimation and path search functions. The cell search function finds the scrambling

Fig. 1. UMTS terminal receiver DSP functions

codes and timing of the cells in the neighborhood of
the terminal. The channel estimation function finds
the scaling and phase rotation of the received signal
introduced by the wireless channel. In this paper we
focus on the path search function. The path search
function finds the delays and attenuations of the paths
of the multipath wireless channel between base station
transmitter and terminal receiver. In the next section
two algorithms for the path search function will be
discussed.
IV. Algorithms for the UMTS Path Search
Function
The path search algorithms that can be found in
literature can roughly be divided in three classes:
Power Delay Profile (PDP) based algorithms, Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) based algorithms
and subspace based algorithms [3]. In this section
an algorithm from the class of PDP based algorithms
and an algorithm from the class of MLE based algorithms will be described in more detail. Both algorithms make use of the fact that the transmission
of the Primary Common Pilot Channel (PCPICH) in
UMTS results in a transmitted signal component that
only consists of the scrambling code of the base station.
A. A Power Delay Profile Based Path Search Algorithm
In [4] a PDP based path search algorithm is described. In this subsection the operation of this algorithm is summarized. Refer to Fig. 2 for an overview
of the algorithm.
The multipath wireless channel will cause the arrival of multiple delayed copies of the transmitted signal at the receiver. This received signal r(p), where p
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is a discrete-time time index, can be expressed as
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hl (p)s(p −

τl
) + w(p).
Tc

(1)

τl
)
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represents the multiple copies of the scrambling code
only component of the transmitted signal that arrive
at the receiver. In the equations above L is the number of paths in the channel, hl (p) are the complex
channel coefficients of the paths, s(p) is the scrambling code, τl are the delays of the paths and Tc is the
chip duration. The other components of the received
signal, such as the user data channels, and the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) are contained in
w(p).
The received signal r(p) is first correlated with the
complex conjugate of the scrambling code s ∗ (p)
N −1
1 X
r(nF + m + p)s∗ (p),
y(n, m) =
N

(3)

p=0

where n is the frame index, F is the frame length,
m is the correlation index, N is the correlation window size, m ∈ [0, P − 1] and P is the correlation
length. The obtained correlated signal y(n, m) contains a number of peaks for the different delays
N −1 L
τl
1 XX
hl (p)δ(m − ) + w̃(n, m). (4)
y(n, m) =
N
Tc
p=0 l=1

Here δ(m − Tτlc ) results from the autocorrelation of the
scrambling code s(p) and w̃(n, m) is the correlated
noise.
To find a PDP z(n, m) the correlated signal y(n, m)
is averaged with the correlated signal from the previous M frames
M −1
1 X
|y(n − k, m)|2
z(n, m) =
M
k=0
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Fig. 3. Alternative view of the multipath received signal
model
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Fig. 2. Power Delay Profile based path search algorithm
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x1(t)
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Local maxima in the PDP are detected by checking
the height of each sample in the PDP. If it exceeds the
height of both the preceding and subsequent sample a
local maximum is found. A path is found when a local
maximum exceeds a threshold. In [4] the threshold is
set to:
P −1
1 X
4
(6)
η=
z(n, m)(2 + √ ).
P
M
m=0
The performance of a path searcher using a PDP
based path search algorithm will be evaluated in Section V.
B. A Maximum Likelihood Estimate Based Path
Search Algorithm
In [5] a MLE based path search algorithm is described. In order to be able to comprehend the operation of this algorithm as summarized in this section, it
is useful to consider an alternative view of the multipath received signal model of the previous subsection.
The complex baseband signal u(t) of the transmitter travels to the receiver through a channel via L
paths [6], see Fig. 3. Each path contributes to the
complex baseband signal y(t) in the receiver. The
contribution of the l th path with complex gain αl and
delay τl is:
s(t, θl ) = αl u(t − τl )

(7)

Each signal is corrupted by complex white gaussian
noise nl (t), which leads to xl (t). The signal xl (t) is
defined as:
r
N0 βl
nl (t),
(8)
xl (t) = s(t, θl ) +
2
n(t) =

L
X
l=1

m ∈ [0, P − 1]. (5)

θl , [αl , τl ]

nl (t)

nl (t) =

p
βl n(t).

(9)

ThePnoise n(t) is divided over xl (t) by the factors βl ,
with L
l=1 βl = 1. The received signal y(t) is related
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to the signals xl (t) as follows:
y(t) =

L
X

Expectation

xl (t).

(10)

y(t)

l=1

The complex baseband received signal y(t) can
therefore be described as the sum of the path signals
and a complex white gaussian noise term n(t):
r
L
X
N0
n(t).
(11)
s(t, θl ) +
y(t) =
2
l=1

Using this description a likelihood function can now
be defined in terms of y(t) and the path parameters
θ , [θ1 , . . . , θL ]T :
" Z


1
∗
< s (t, θ)y(t) dt −
2
Λ(θ; y) ,
N0
Do
#
Z
||s(t, θ)||2 dt .
(12)
Do

In (12) Do denotes the time span over which paths
are
PL searched (the correlation window), s(t, θ) =
l=1 s(t, θl ). By maximizing the likelihood function
the estimates of the path parameters are found:
θ̂ M L (y) ∈ arg max{Λ(θ; y)}.
θ

(13)

As the complexity of this calculation requires a vast
amount of computational power, the likelihood function is split up into L parts (see (10)):
" Z


1
∗
Λ(θl ; xl ) ,
2
< s (t, θl )xl (t) dt −
N0 βl
Do
#
Z
2
||s(t, θl )|| dt ,
(14)
Do

 
θ̂l

ML
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^ ì ))
x^ 1(t,è(

(xl ) ∈ arg max{Λ(θl ; xl )}.
θl

(15)

The maximization (15) of the derived likelihood
function (14) can be carried out by Expectation Maximization (EM). As the data xl (t) is not available, it
is estimated in terms of the conditional expectation of
xl (t) using y(t) and a previous estimate of the channel parameters θ̂. Each iteration µ of the algorithm
is divided into two steps. The expectation step provides an estimate x̂l (t) of xl (t) and the maximization
step calculates the value of θl that maximizes the likelihood function.
Expectation step:


(l = 1, . . . , L). (16)
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Fig. 4. MLE based path search algorithm using Expectation Maximization

Maximization step:
 


ˆ
θl (µ + 1) = arg max Λ θl , x̂l t, θ̂(µ)
θl

(l = 1, . . . , L).

(17)

A general diagram of the MLE based path search
algorithm using EM is shown in Fig. 4 [6]. It can
be implemented by first estimating the signals x̂ l (t)
using the estimate of θ̂ from the previous iteration.
This decomposition of y(t) follows from (10), θ̂(0) is
the initial value. The next step is to carry out L
maximum likelihood estimations to find all values for
θ̂. If the algorithm has converged sufficiently θ̂ M L is
assigned its value.
A more detailed description of this MLE based path
search algorithm using EM can be found in [3] and
the references therein. In the next section the performance of a MLE based path searcher using EM will
be evaluated
V. Performance Comparison of the Path
Search Algorithms
The PDP and MLE path search algorithms described in the previous section have been implemented
in a UMTS physical layer simulator in order to be
able to compare their performance in various multipath channel models.
Figure 5 shows the average number of path delays
that the PDP and MLE path searchers estimate correctly in the Vehicular B channel model for various
Signal to Noise Ratios (SNRs). See Table V for the
path delays and path powers in the Vehicular B channel model. The figure shows that on average the PDP
algorithm finds one path less than the MLE algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the percentage of correctly estimated paths in the Vehicular B channel model for
both algorithms split out over the path delays. The
figure shows that the PDP based path searcher never
finds the weakest path in the channel. The PDP
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one path, whereas the MLE algorithm finds two to
three paths depending on the SNR.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of correctly estimated paths in the Office B channel for both algorithms split out over the path delays. It can be clearly
seen that paths can only be detected when they are
at least 100 ns separated in time. Both algorithms
miss the paths at 100 and 300 ns. Again, the weak
paths are detected better by the MLE algorithm, it
does find the weak paths at 500 and 700 ns. The
Office B channel clearly shows that both path search
algorithms have a resolution below which they cannot
separate two closely spaced paths from each other.
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TABLE II
Office B channel

TABLE I
Vehicular B channel

path searcher also finds either the first or the second
path in the channel, but cannot find the two paths at
the same time (the sum of the detection percentages
equals 100%). This explains the fact that the PDP algorithm on average finds one path less than the MLE
algorithm
Figure 7 shows the average number of path delays
that the PDP and MLE path searchers estimate correctly in the Office B channel model for various SNRs.
See Table V for the path delays and path powers in
the Office B channel model. Only the MLE algorithm
benefits from the increasing Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR). On average the PDP algorithm finds about
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Fig. 7. Office B - Average number of correctly estimated
path delays (average over 12 frames; 6 paths are present)
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All simulations presented thus far have been carried
out with a sample rate of 1/Tc = 3.84 MHz implying
an oversampling factor of one (no oversampling). The
resolution of the path search algorithms can be improved by increasing the oversample factor. Figure
9 shows the resolution of the PDP and MLE path
searchers as a function of the oversample factor. It
can be seen that if two paths are spaced 131 ns apart
the MLE algorithm is still able to separately detect
both paths with an oversample factor of one. The
PDP algorithm already requires an oversample factor
of three in order to be able to separate these paths.
The presented simulation results show that the
MLE path search algorithm can better detect weak or
closely spaced paths than the PDP based path search
algorithm. Unfortunately the complexity of the MLE
based path searcher is higher than the complexity of
the PDP based path searcher. Figure 10 shows the ratio of the number of operations (multiply, add, etc) of
the MLE and PDP algorithms, the complexity ratio,
as a function of the number of paths that have to be
found for various values for the maximum number of
iterations µ that the MLE path searcher is allowed to
perform. The figure shows that the complexity ratio
increases linearly with the number of paths that have
to be estimated and with the maximum number of iterations µ. Especially for larger values of µ the MLE
path searcher gets excessively more complex than the
PDP based path searcher.
So far all simulations of the MLE path searcher have
been performed with a maximum number of iterations
µ of 50. Figure 11 shows the average power estimates
of the MLE for the paths in the Vehicular B channel and 15 dB SNR for various values of µ. For µ
equal to ten the algorithm is not capable of finding
the weakest path of the channel model at 17100 ns.
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For twenty iterations the power estimates differ from
the power estimates for higher numbers of iterations,
but all paths are detected. So the complexity of the
MLE path searcher can in this case be reduced without sacrificing the performance a lot by lowering the
maximum number of allowed iterations to 20.
A more elaborate study of the performance and
complexity of the PDP and MLE path search algorithms can be found in [3].
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
In the AWgN project we want to develop adaptive
wireless communication systems. Within the limits
of a wireless communication standard we distinguish
two kinds of adaptivity: algorithm-selection adaptivity and algorithm-parameter adaptivity. In this paper
we have studied two algorithms that can possibly be
used for algorithm-selection adaptivity in the UMTS
path search function: a Power Delay Profile (PDP)
based algorithm and a Maximum Likelihood Estimate
(MLE) based algorithm.
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The MLE based path search algorithm on average
detects more paths than the PDP based path search
algorithm. This is due to the fact that the MLE based
path searcher can detect weak paths better than the
PDP based path searcher, as can be clearly seen in
the Office B channel simulations of Fig. 8.
The MLE based path searcher is also better at resolving closely spaced paths. The MLE based path
searcher can detect paths that are a spaced a factor
three closer to each other than the PDP based path
searcher for the same oversample factor as can be seen
in Fig. 9.
The better performance of the MLE based path
searcher comes at the cost of an increased computational complexity. The relative computational complexity of the MLE path searcher to the PDP path
searcher increases linearly with the number of paths
L that have to be resolved and the maximum number of iterations µ that the MLE algorithm is allowed
to perform. By keeping the value of µ relatively small
(say 20) the complexity of the MLE path searcher can
be kept within limits.
The PDP and MLE based path search algorithms
can be suitable candidates for algorithm-selection
adaptivity in the UMTS path search function. From
our research it can be concluded that the MLE based
path search algorithm has to be used in channels with
strong closely spaced paths. In channels with weak
closely spaced paths the additional paths that the
MLE algorithm will find will be weak and therefore
will not contribute a lot to the bit error rate performance of the receiver. So in all other conditions the
PDP algorithm has to be used, because the(average
over 12 frames; 6 paths are present) computational
complexity of the MLE algorithm is too high to justify the relatively small improvement in performance.
However in order to be conclusive a few points will
have still to be studied:
• While we know what the performance of the PDP
and MLE path searchers is in terms of number of resolved paths, we have not yet studied the influence
of the number of resolved paths on the bit error rate
performance.
• The detection of closely spaced paths by the PDP
algorithm can be improved by using the Teager-Kaiser
operation [7].
• There are some alternatives to the MLE algorithm,
such as the SAGE algorithm [6], that have a reduced
computational complexity.
In our future work we will address these issues and
focus on the measurement and control functions that

are required in a path searcher implementation that
switches between the PDP and MLE based path
search algorithms.
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